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Executive Summary: Retailers Need
Cross-Channel Fulfillment Flexibility
In a world of heightened customer expectations and
changing competitive landscape, omnichannel retailers
must get savvier about how they support cross-channel
purchase journeys. Today many customers prefer to
research and purchase an item they want online but visit a
physical store to collect it, often because they want it
immediately or want to avoid shipping charges. To support
such scenarios, retailers must revisit their existing paradigm
for order management and enable their entire universe of
inventory across all channels. This is easier said than done
— building an accurate real-time view of inventory across
stores, fulfillment centers, and the extended supply chain
requires complex consolidation of disparate inventory data
that typically lives in legacy point of service (POS),
warehouse management, enterprise resource planning
(ERP), and mainframe systems. Although some retailers
have invested in traditional order management systems that
are largely centered on order automation, many do not
possess the technology to enable next-generation
fulfillment. Based on our research, some retailers have built
custom solutions to support a single view of inventory but
are not able to implement full omnichannel functionality. As
a result, an increasing number are investing in retail order
management systems (OMSes) not only to provide a
consolidated cross-channel view of inventory and order data
but also to support the orchestration of complex crosschannel sales and fulfillment scenarios.
In September 2013, OrderDynamics, an eCommera
company, commissioned Forrester Consulting to identify the
challenges and obstacles that medium-size and large
multichannel retailers face when deploying a successful
omnichannel commerce strategy. The study focused
specifically on the role that order management technology
has on accelerating cross-channel growth by supporting
consumer-oriented features such as buying online, picking
up in the store, and fulfilling web orders from retail stores.
Forrester surveyed 337 global retail and manufacturing
decision-makers with knowledge of their firms’ multichannel
fulfillment strategy and interviewed three executives from
multichannel retailers who had recently led implementations
of omnichannel fulfillment initiatives. We found that while
78% of retailers believe that a retail OMS would give them a
strategic omnichannel advantage in the market, only half of
them today have invested in order management technology.
As consumer expectations for omnichannel excellence

rapidly mature, retailers yet to embrace the integration of
the online and offline channels are now scrambling to play
catch-up, which in turn is driving further investment in OMS,
putting OMS firmly in the critical mass of retail technology.
KEY FINDINGS
Forrester’s study yielded four key findings:

›

Omnichannel supremacy is a key priority for the Csuite. The implementation of omnichannel programs is
not the responsibly any one individual or role. In fact, at
many of the retailers we surveyed, the CEO, CIO, COO,
and CMO are all taking an active role in defining their
firm’s omnichannel strategy and prioritizing explicit
programs that will serve to connect the cross-channel
purchase journey their customers now expect.

›

Order management technology underpins
omnichannel initiatives. Eighty-two percent of the
retailers surveyed stated that a retail OMS would play an
important or very important role in the execution of their
omnichannel strategy. While no one technology alone can
solve for all of the intricacies of a mature omnichannel
program rollout, retail OMSes provide a means of
consolidating inventory and order data across the
enterprise, which is a common prerequisite to enabling
individual tactics.

›

Cross-channel fulfillment programs trump other
omnichannel initiatives. Rightly or wrongly, most
retailers start their omnichannel transformation with the
rollout of consumer-facing initiatives designed to connect
the customer journey across channels. There are literally
dozens of these initiatives that retailers have earmarked
for implementation, but this study revealed that the
initiatives that focus on the optimization of cross-channel
fulfillment processes (e.g., pick-up-in-store, ship-to-store,
and ship-from-store options) are being prioritized over
other tactics like a single view of the customer and crosschannel loyalty.

›

Omnichannel programs are having a positive impact
across a range of store and channel metrics. Fortyone percent of the retailers we surveyed reported that
their buy-online, pick-up-in-store program had delivered
significant positive improvements to their customer loyalty
metrics, while 47% reported that their ship-from-store
program resulted in higher online revenue.
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Retailers Race For Omnichannel
Readiness
By 2017, online retail sales in the US will reach $371 billion,
up a staggering 42% from 2013, but online sales are still
dwarfed by the $2.9 trillion dollars US consumers spend
1
offline each year. Comparing online to offline sales,
however, does not tell the whole story. Cross-channel retail
sales, which include transactions that are influenced by the
Web in some way but are completed in stores (e.g.,
reserving online and picking up in-store orders), are a
growing part of overall retail sales. Forrester projects that
cross-channel retail sales will reach $1.8 trillion by 2017, up
from $1.3 trillion in 2013. In short, for every $1 that
consumers spend online, they will spend nearly $5 in
physical stores based on previous online research. The
influence of the online channel on offline transactions now
has the undivided attention of the C-suite. In fact, 34% of
retail CEOs are now taking personal responsibility for the
strategy and execution of their firms’ omnichannel initiatives
(see Figure 1). Opportunity abounds not only to grow dollar
spend online but also to improve the bottom line across all
channels through the delivery of seamless cross-channel
consumer experiences.

“Our overall business is growing
rapidly — more fulfillment options
are enlarging the pie rather than
shifting from one channel to another.”
— Director and general manager, major US retail chain

The drive for omnichannel excellence is so profound today
that 39% of retailers have created a dedicated executive or
C-level position to lead, evangelize, and coordinate the
implementation of these initiatives. These omnichannel
evangelists have already identified and, in many cases,
deployed an exhaustive laundry list of consumer-facing
initiatives, each designed to have a positive impact on
consumer satisfaction or revenue metrics (see Figure 2).
Today, 39% of retailers in the US and 47% of retailers in
Europe already have an operational ship-from-store
capability, while another 12% and 18%, respectively, are in
the process of enabling this capability. When asked about
the priority of these omnichannel consumer-facing
initiatives, our study revealed four clear priorities (see Figure
3).
These four prioritized initiatives warrant closer examination.
Of particular interest is that all four include the orchestration
of sales and inventory across channels.

FIGURE 1
Thirty-Nine Percent Of Companies Already Have A Dedicated Executive Leading Omnichannel Initiatives

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
(multiple responses accepted)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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FIGURE 2
Almost A Third Of Retailers Have Already Implemented Omnichannel Fulfillment Capabilities

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013

FIGURE 3
Omnichannel Fulfillment Programs Have A Clear Priority Over Customer-Centric Omnichannel Initiatives

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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their stores. Other retailers like furniture stores have
always restricted bulky or heavy products from being
ordered online due to the prohibitive cost of long-distance
delivery of individual items. With the enablement of store
fulfillment programs, they can now route these orders to
local stores to fulfill via economical home-delivery courier
firms.

SHIP-FROM-STORE PROGRAMS
Today, almost every retailer and branded manufacturer is
either in direct competition with or hesitant to collaborate
with online pure plays. It is the classic battle of David versus
Goliath, and until recently, Goliath had the upper hand. It
turns out, though, that David had a secret weapon after all,
armed and ready for battle — his stores.
“If you look at [online pure plays], they are moving to
open more distribution centers to satisfy their twoday delivery promise. We already have those
distribution centers [our stores], so it’s just a matter
of using them.”
— General manager operations, strategy,
technology, major US retail chain
The concept of shipping online orders from physical stores
is not new, but omnichannel retailers are now realizing that
having product in the physical vicinity of their online
customers gives them a strategic advantage to get
merchandise into the hands of these customers potentially
faster and cheaper than online pure plays can.
“The vast majority of our 2,000 stores are enabled
for distribution. At the end of the day, that is the big
advantage we have — we can have the product
same-day/within minutes — pure plays cannot
match that. With ship-from-store and store
distribution centers, we can get the product to
customers much faster.”
— Director and general manager, major US retail
chain
It is perhaps unsurprising then that 63% of retailers
surveyed in our study said that gaining a competitive edge
over online pure plays by leveraging their store assets was
a primary driver in their investment in omnichannel
initiatives. Beyond the ability to outdo online pure plays at
their own game through shipping cost efficiencies and
reduced delivery times, our study revealed three other
primary reasons why savvy retailers are investing in shipfrom-store programs (see Figure 4):

›

Extending the online assortment. Today, some retailers
have constraints that prevent them from selling certain
merchandise categories online. Such constraints are
sometimes the result of contractual restrictions with their
suppliers, designed in a legacy era to protect brick-andmortar retailers from online cannibalization. Some
retailers are now circumnavigating these contractual
restrictions — by legitimately shipping online orders from

›

Reducing online cart abandonment. Most online
retailers use only a single distribution center for the
fulfillment of online orders. Subsequently, when inventory
is depleted, the products become unavailable for
purchase online. Few retailers have effective backordering capabilities online, so out-of-stock merchandise
has a huge impact on the Holy Grail of online metrics —
conversion rates. Retailers that have some or all of their
stores enabled to fulfill online orders can in real time (with
the help of a retail OMS) identify a store(s) that has
remaining inventory, thus saving the online sale.

›

Reducing store markdowns. Retailers that have
enabled fulfillment capabilities in their stores have the
opportunity to optimize how and where they fulfill online
orders. Under the control of a sophisticated set of
business rules, online orders can in real time be assigned
to a store that has excessive inventory or slow-turning
products, even if the web distribution center also has
inventory. This capability can have a profound impact on
store markdowns later in the season.

Our study also revealed the scale of which retailers are
enabling ship-from-store programs. Already, 83% of North
American retailers have rolled out, or plan to roll out in the
next 24 months, a ship-from-store program. Furthermore,
54% of these same retailers have rolled out (or are planning
to roll out) store fulfillment capabilities to more than half of
their stores. With store fulfillment now a reality, these
retailers are already fulfilling (or expecting to fulfill) an
average of 35% of their online orders from stores.
This rollout of store-enabled fulfillment is not without its
challenges. Our study revealed that 71% of the retailers that
have already rolled out a ship-from-store program reported
that achieving inventory accuracy has been challenging or
very challenging, while numerous other human- and
process-based operational issues must also be overcome
before a ship-from-store program can run efficiently (see
Figure 5).
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FIGURE 4
Ship-From-Store Programs Are A Key Asset In The Fight Against Online Cart Abandonment

Base: 307 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment who support (or plan to support) buy-online, shipfrom-store programs
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013

FIGURE 5
Operational Issues Plague The Rollout Of Ship-From-Store Programs

Base: 106 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment who support buy-online, ship-from-store programs
(percentages may not total 100 because of rounding)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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PICK-UP-IN-STORE/SHIP-TO-STORE PROGRAMS

CROSS-CHANNEL INVENTORY VISIBILITY

Thirty-two percent of retailers already have a ship-to-store
program in place, 23% already have a buy-online, pick-upin-store program in place, and 20% have a reserve-only
pick-up-in-store program in place. In the next 12 months,
the number of retailers enabling these store-pickup
initiatives is set to almost triple. The impact that these
programs is having on store metrics is profound (see Figure
6). For example, 41% of retailers we surveyed reported that
the implementation of buy-online, pick-up-in-store programs
has resulted in a significantly positive impact on customer
retention metrics, 36% of retailers have seen an increase in
store foot traffic, and 32% have seen improved store
revenues as a result of store upsell and cross-sell
opportunities. Although the number of retailers offering instore pickup programs is growly quickly, large deviations in
the quality of the end-to-end consumer experience exist.
Only 27% of retailers are able to complete the task of
selecting an order from the shelf and notifying the
customers that their order is ready for collection within 20
minutes of the order being placed online. Twenty-nine
percent achieve this within 30 minutes, 20% within an hour,
and the remaining 19% of retailers take more than an hour

Today, 26% of the retailers we surveyed have already made
their offline (store) inventory visible online. Within the next
12 months, this number is set to rise drastically to 82%.
Perhaps this frantic race to enable cross-channel inventory
visibility can be explained by the fact that 41% of the
retailers we surveyed reported that they had seen a
significant positive impact on in-store revenues since
enabling this capability. Beyond the impact on metrics,
enabling cross-channel inventory visibility is a prerequisite
for other initiatives including pick-up-in-store and ship-tostore options. Executing on this capability, however, is
inherently complex and typically requires integrations
between existing POS, eCommerce, web content
management, ERP, and legacy retail mainframe systems to
enable accurate and (near) real-time visibility of inventory
across stores, fulfillment centers, and drop-ship partners.

FIGURE 6
Retail Leaders Find Widespread Positive Impact On Business After Implementing Omnichannel Initiatives

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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Omnichannel Success Requires
Organizational Alignment

Implementing OMS Technology Is
An Imperative For Most Retailers

Many retailers rush to implement the omnichannel initiatives
discussed above without due consideration for the tensions
and conflicts these programs will exert on their
organizational structure and existing channel-centric
metrics. They mistakenly treat these initiatives as
technology deployments and ignore the leadership,
communication, measurement, and rewards aspects of
these programs. The reality is that implementing consumerfacing omnichannel initiatives is considerably easier than
forcing through complex organizational restructuring. Most
retailers still operate with siloed online and store groups,
which drive strategies that support the objectives of the
channel rather than the needs of the customer. However,
change is emerging: 22% of the retailers we surveyed (that
have only corporate-owned stores) have already been able
to consolidate their organizational structure away from the
traditional pillars of online and offline and instead have a
single or omnichannel organization aligned around a single
profit-and-loss structure (see Figure 7). These retailers are
in an advantageous position to operate a leaner
organization focused on making holistic technology,
customer experience, and supply chain investments that are
aligned around the needs of the customer.

Our research revealed three key technologies that retail
leaders believe are critical to the successful deployment of
their omnichannel retail objectives (see Figure 8):

›

The eCommerce platform. eCommerce platforms are
the backbone of any online channel. In fact, 83% of the
retailers and manufacturers we surveyed already use or
are in the processes of implementing an eCommerce
platform. Today the eCommerce platform is commonly
used to drive a diverse set of digital touchpoints including
consumer-facing web, tablet, and mobile experiences;
contact center tools; in-store kiosks; and increasingly instore mobile POS and clienteling devices. Across any or
all of these touchpoints, the eCommerce platform
provides the front-end interaction tools that consumers
need to initiate a cross-channel purchase journey.

›

Retail order management. Not all OMSes were created
equal. Many legacy OMS systems in use by retailers
today simply solve for order automation through the
phases of a conventional web-based fulfillment scenario.
However, a new breed of retail-specific OMSes build
upon these baseline capabilities to provide crucial crosschannel fulfillment capabilities that allow retailers to
rapidly embrace ship-from-store, ship-to-store, pick-up-in-

FIGURE 7
Twenty-Two Percent Of Retailers With Only Corporate-Owned Stores Operate A Single Profit And Loss
Across Channels

Base: 294 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment selling through corporate and franchise stores
Don’t know” responses are not included
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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store, and other complex fulfillment scenarios.
Furthermore, it is now common for retailers to leverage
these retail OMSes as the system of record for not only
inventory visibility but also pricing, offers, and transactions
across all channels. Our study revealed that 73% of North
American retailers rank the need for a retail OMS as one
of their top three priorities for omnichannel success, even
though in Asia and Europe, this number drops to 69% and
47%, respectively.

›

Point of service (POS). The POS typically plays four
important roles in the enablement of omnichannel
initiatives: 1) POS systems are commonly the system of
record for in-store inventory; 2) POS terminals are often
extended to provide the tools that store associates need
to complete the life cycle of cross-channel order
processes like pick-up-in-store processes; 3) POS
systems are often used by store associates to place
endless-aisle orders that will be fulfilled from a web
distribution center; and 4) POS orders are fed into the
OMS so that the OMS has a complete view of customer
orders from across all channels.

When asked about the top three reasons for investing in a
retail OMS, the respondents cited the four key omnichannel

initiatives discussed earlier in this paper as well as the
ability to support the rollout of additional web distribution
centers (see Figure 9).

“In the future, the fulfillment of online
orders will be more complex, but that
is somewhere that we want and need
to be.”
— Director of supply chain, warehouse retail chain

Sixty-five percent of retailers stated that they are
considering having their internal IT group build a custom
OMS solution, 63% cited a preference for software as a
service (SaaS)- or cloud-based OMS solutions, and only
37% were considering an on-premises commercial solution
(see Figure 10). To understand why retailers would shy
away from traditional on-premises OMS solutions, we must
consider that almost half of our survey respondents cited
concerns around the cost of acquiring and time to
implement OMS.

FIGURE 8
Retail Order Management Systems Are Critical To The Success Of Omnichannel Goals

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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FIGURE 9
Supporting Omnichannel Fulfillment Is The Top Reason For Investing In Retail OMS

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013

FIGURE 10
Today, Many Retailers Favor Homegrown Or SaaS Retail OMS Solutions

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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Key Recommendations: Put OMS At The Center Of Your Omnichannel
Strategy
Retailers embarking on the rollout of omnichannel programs must look holistically at the technology needed to support
not only the immediate omnichannel priorities being championed by the C-suite but also the longer-term road map and
requirements that will inevitably follow suit. Tackling omnichannel programs on a piecemeal basis will inevitably result
in the need to maintain multiple Band-Aid solutions. Retail order management should not be an afterthought or a
second priority. The OMS is the hub and glue that connects the online channel to the store — without an OMS in
place, retailers must develop bespoke integrations between their eCommerce and store systems, putting in place hardcoded or inflexible business rules that will likely need changing in the future. Forrester’s in-depth surveys and
interviews with retail omnichannel decision-makers yielded several important observations that represent key success
factors for omnichannel retailers that are considering the need for an OMS:

›

Don’t procrastinate; the opportunity is now. One executive we spoke to told us that the OMS implementation
project had been postponed until at least 2015 because the IT group did not have the resources to support the
project until after the completion of a two-year ERP upgrade program. The opportunity to get ahead of your
competition is now. Retailers that are serious about their omnichannel strategy must find ways to accelerate the
implementation of order management, by looking at alternative options such as SaaS-based solutions.

›

Validate if current OMS solutions are fit for purpose. Forty-nine percent of the firms we surveyed reported
that they already had an OMS in place, but many of these solutions are ill-equipped to solve for cross-channel
fulfillment. Omnichannel retailers need an OMS platform that can support complex cross-channel fulfillment
scenarios, provide a single view of inventory and orders across the enterprise, and most importantly enable
physical stores to play a pivotal role in this transformation.

›

Program optimization is inevitable — flexibility is paramount. Although 78% of the retailers surveyed in our
study agreed or strongly agreed that an OMS will enable them to reduce inventory costs and improve fulfillment
efficiencies, simply turning the lights on will not realize the full opportunity. Omnichannel leaders must work handin-hand with their supply chain, eCommerce, store operations, and IT counterparts to continually optimize how,
where, and when orders are fulfilled. In order to do this, they need an OMS that enables the business to test new
fulfillment rules and algorithms on the fly, without the need for bespoke customizations or ad hoc development.

›

Engage with your IT counterparts to understand the complexity of back-end integrations. Fifty-four percent
of the retailers we surveyed cited that they were worried or very worried about the complexities of integrating an
OMS platform into their existing back-end systems. As discussed early in this paper, enabling an OMS to have
real-time inventory visibility across all of your fulfillment centers, stores, third-party logistics, drop-ship partners,
and supply chain is a complex undertaking. Before embarking on an OMS selection or development project, start
first by developing a reference integration architecture and work with your IT and store systems partners to
ensure you fully understand upfront any constraints that legacy back-end systems may impose on your plans for
omnichannel dominance.

›

Carefully evaluate the pros and cons of build versus buy. Perhaps alarmingly, 65% of the retailers we
surveyed said that they were considering a homegrown solution to support their omnichannel order management
processes. Upon reflecting this stat, it is perhaps not difficult to understand why — the business case for enabling
omnichannel fulfillment is crystal clear, and the C-suite is hammering on the door for programs like pick-up-instore and ship-from-store programs to be up and running yesterday. Some CIOs may be inclined to address the
immediate needs of the business by developing and rolling out a quick-fix homegrown solution — but beware,
this can quickly become a slippery slope. Although the need is now, retail leaders must balance the urgency for a
solution with the longer-term strategic benefits of having a flexible OMS solution that can adapt to changing
business requirements, consumer trends, and evolving business models.
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Appendix A: Methodology
In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of
multichannel fulfillment to identify the challenges and obstacles that medium-size and large multichannel retailers face when
deploying a successful omnichannel commerce strategy. Survey participants included decision-makers across eCommerce,
IT, corporate management, supply chain, marketing, and store operations with responsibility for their firm’s omnichannel
strategy. Questions provided to the participants included their current use order management technology, maturity of
omnichannel execution, success metrics from implemented omnichannel programs, and omnichannel initiatives they are
using today and plan to implement in the future. The study began in September 2013 and was completed in October 2013.
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FIGURE 11
Geography And Company Size

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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FIGURE 12
Role And Departments

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013

FIGURE 13
Industry And Channel Breakdown

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
(multiple responses accepted for channels that organizations sell and market through)
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013
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FIGURE 14
Annual Revenues

Base: 337 global retail and manufacturing decision-makers with knowledge of multichannel fulfillment
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of OrderDynamics, October 2013

Appendix D: Endnotes
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Source: “US Cross-Channel Retail Forecast, 2012 To 2017,” Forrester Research, Inc., October 29, 2013.

